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Over 4,000 total pages ... Just a SAMPLE of the Contents:
OBSTETRICS AND NEWBORN CARE I, 185 pages
OBSTETRICS AND NEWBORN CARE II, 260 pages
Operational Obstetrics & Gynecology The Health Care of
Women in Military Settings 2nd Edition (Standard Version),
259 pages Operational Obstetrics & Gynecology The Health
Care of Women in Military Settings 2nd Edition (Field
Version), 146 pages MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS AND
STANDARDS, 353 pages PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
TECHNIQUES, 149 pages GYNECOLOGICAL EXAM
presentation, 81 pages GYNECOLOGICAL INFECTIONS
AND ABNORMALITIES presentation, 76 pages
ASSESSMENT OF PREGNANCY AND ESTIMATING DATE
OF DELIVERY presentation, 23 pages REPRODUCTIVE
AND DEVELOPMENTAL HAZARDS: A GUIDE FOR
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS, 136 pages
MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE PROCEDURES MANUAL AND
MEDICAL MATRIX (EDITION 7), 354 pages Sexual Health
Primer, 70 pages Fleet Medicine Pocket Reference 1999, 70
pages OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE FIELD OPERATIONS
MANUAL, 120 pages Readiness Guide for Female Airmen,
32 pages
WINNER OF THE 2017 PULITZER PRIZE GENERAL NONFICTION From Harvard sociologist and MacArthur "Genius"
Matthew Desmond, a landmark work of scholarship and
reportage that will forever change the way we look at poverty
in America In this brilliant, heartbreaking book, Matthew
Desmond takes us into the poorest neighborhoods of
Milwaukee to tell the story of eight families on the edge.
Arleen is a single mother trying to raise her two sons on the
$20 a month she has left after paying for their rundown
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apartment. Scott is a gentle nurse consumed by a heroin
addiction. Lamar, a man with no legs and a neighborhood full
of boys to look after, tries to work his way out of debt. Vanetta
participates in a botched stickup after her hours are cut. All
are spending almost everything they have on rent, and all
have fallen behind. The fates of these families are in the
hands of two landlords: Sherrena Tarver, a former
schoolteacher turned inner-city entrepreneur, and Tobin
Charney, who runs one of the worst trailer parks in
Milwaukee. They loathe some of their tenants and are fond of
others, but as Sherrena puts it, “Love don’t pay the bills.”
She moves to evict Arleen and her boys a few days before
Christmas. Even in the most desolate areas of American
cities, evictions used to be rare. But today, most poor renting
families are spending more than half of their income on
housing, and eviction has become ordinary, especially for
single mothers. In vivid, intimate prose, Desmond provides a
ground-level view of one of the most urgent issues facing
America today. As we see families forced into shelters,
squalid apartments, or more dangerous neighborhoods, we
bear witness to the human cost of America’s vast
inequality—and to people’s determination and intelligence in
the face of hardship. Based on years of embedded fieldwork
and painstakingly gathered data, this masterful book
transforms our understanding of extreme poverty and
economic exploitation while providing fresh ideas for solving a
devastating, uniquely American problem. Its unforgettable
scenes of hope and loss remind us of the centrality of home,
without which nothing else is possible. NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER | WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BOOK
CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FOR NONFICTION | WINNER OF
THE PEN/JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH AWARD FOR
NONFICTION | WINNER OF THE ANDREW CARNEGIE
MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE IN NONFICTION | FINALIST
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FOR THE LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK PRIZE | NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR by The New
York Times Book Review • The Boston Globe • The
Washington Post • NPR • Entertainment Weekly • The New
Yorker • Bloomberg • Esquire • Buzzfeed • Fortune • San
Francisco Chronicle • Milwaukee Journal Sentinel • St. Louis
Post-Dispatch • Politico • The Week • Bookpage • Kirkus
Reviews • Amazon • Barnes and Noble Review • Apple •
Library Journal • Chicago Public Library • Publishers Weekly
• Booklist • Shelf Awareness
From three award-winning and bestselling humor writers
comes a hilarious guide to everything you need to know
about Jewish history, holidays, and traditions. Why do
random Jewish holidays keep springing up unexpectedly?
Why are yarmulkes round? Who was the first Jewish
comedian? What's "Christian humor" and have you ever even
heard of that phrase? Who is "the Golem" and whom do you
want it to beat up? These baffling questions and many more
are answered by comedy legends Dave Barry, Adam
Mansbach, and Alan Zweibel, two-thirds of whom are Jewish.
In A Field Guide to the Jewish People the authors dissect
every holiday, rite of passage, and tradition, unravel a long
and complicated history, and tackle the tough questions that
have plagued Jews and non-Jews alike for centuries.
Combining the sweetness of an apricot rugelach with the
wisdom of a matzoh ball, this is the last book on Judaism that
you will ever need. So gather up your chosen ones, open a
bottle of Manischewitz, and get ready to laugh as you finally
begin to understand the inner-workings of Judaism.
The U.S. Navy is ready to execute the Nation's tasks at sea,
from prompt and sustained combat operations to every-day
forward-presence, diplomacy and relief efforts. We operate
worldwide, in space, cyberspace, and throughout the
maritime domain. The United States is and will remain a
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maritime nation, and our security and prosperity are
inextricably linked to our ability to operate naval forces on,
under and above the seas and oceans of the world. To that
end, the Navy executes programs that enable our Sailors,
Marines, civilians, and forces to meet existing and emerging
challenges at sea with confidence. Six priorities guide today's
planning, programming, and budgeting decisions: (1) maintain
a credible, modern, and survivable sea based strategic
deterrent; (2) sustain forward presence, distributed globally in
places that matter; (3) develop the capability and capacity to
win decisively; (4) focus on critical afloat and ashore
readiness to ensure the Navy is adequately funded and
ready; (5) enhance the Navy's asymmetric capabilities in the
physical domains as well as in cyberspace and the
electromagnetic spectrum; and (6) sustain a relevant
industrial base, particularly in shipbuilding.
FathomShip's Serviceman 1 & C.Directives, Publications and
Reports IndexNewsletterManuals Combined: U.S. Army
Special Forces And Navy Operational Obstetrics &
Gynecology With Physical Exam TechniquesJeffrey Frank
Jones
Written for the way you travel, whether you load up the family
sedan, explore with an RV or fly and rent a car; it steers you
along the state's highways and byways. Lists attractions,
campgrounds, restaurants, RV parks, shopping areas and
more.

No Marketing Blurb
This illustrated history explains why the Navy is present
in the Middle East, how long it's been in the region, and
what it's been doing there. America's interests in the
Middle East, southwest Asia, and eastern Africa date
almost to the founding of the nation. Since World War II,
the Navy has been the first line of defense for these
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interests. From the establishment of the Middle East
Force (MEF) in 1949 through the beginning of the 21st
century, the U.S. Navy served as a force for stability and
peace in the region. The Navy's presence helped
prevent regional crises from escalating into wars, enforce
international sanctions, and minimize damage done by
regional conflicts to American and allied interests. The
work concentrates on the Navy's command relationships,
roles and missions, and operations in the period leading
up to the First Gulf War, the war itself, and the wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq.

Writer, consultant and speaker Chris Rabb coined
the term ''invisible capital'' to represent the unseen
forces that dramatically impact entrepreneurial
viability when a good attitude, a great idea, and hard
work simply aren't enough. In his book, Invisible
Capital: How Unseen Forces Shape Entrepreneurial
Opportunity, Rabb puts forth concrete and effective
ways entrepreneurs and their advocates can build
and grow sustainable enterprises amid these unseen
forces created by society's uneven playing field. By
honoring democratic ideals, challenging
assumptions, and reframing how success is defined,
Rabb illuminates the promise of commonwealth
entrepreneurship. This compelling and often counter
- intuitive book illustrates how broad and meaningful
entrepreneurial opportunity benefits not just
individual entrepreneurs, but local communities and
society at large.
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A tour de force from acclaimed author Alan Gratz
(Prisoner B-3087), this timely -- and timeless -- novel
tells the powerful story of three different children
seeking refuge.
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